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Within the Southeast, where forest issues are politically vola-
tile, the richly biodiverse Cumberland Plateau of southeastern
Tennessee has attracted regional and national attention as a ma-
jor hotspot for forestry-related, landscape-level change. All too

often the debate concerning the causes, extent and impact of
forest change in the Southeast has been hampered by the lack
of reliable data and analysis. We have attempted to address this
information problem by utilizing a relatively rich database of
parcel level economic and social datz to build an economic
model of land use change for 1980-2003 in a dynamic rural
landscape, and to use that model to explore future land use
change. By linking this model to ecologtcal data, we have been
able to explore some environmental implications of individual
landowner behavior over a large area under a variety of sce-
narios. Such models are rare, but powerful both conceptually
and socially.

Our research represents one of a reiatively few studies that use
parcel level data to examine land conversion in a rural context,
as opposed to the urban fringe. Our GIS data allow us to ex-
amine the impact of parcel environmental amenities, such as
bluff views, on land use conversion as well as the impact that
a parcel's land cover, and land cover in the surrounding area,
has on the probability a home will be built. To our knowledge
the simulation model we have developed is unique in that a
home construction model interacts with a forest conversion
model to drive land change. It also uses national and regional
economic drivers (while most models do not), and takes into
account, at least in part, the impact of timber company land
divestitures. Finally, linking these land use/land cover changes
to ecological data allow us to begin to explore some of the
environmental implications of these socioeconomic changes,
and their possible implications for the sustainable development
of our region.

Method
Because spatial data for this very rural area hardly exist, we
had to develop a detailed parcel level geographic information
system (GIS) database of all nonurban parcels of ten acres of
more, incorporating tax maps we digitized plus county tax
data for the year 2000. In addition, we developed GIS cover-
ages for 1990 and 2003 of land useAand cover (LULC) in ad-

dition to our previously developed coverages for 1980, 1997
and 2000. Our LIJLC categories consisted of native hardwood
forest, pine plantation, grass/shrub (GS), pine mix (a small

category of largely former strip-mined areas with pines and
hardwoods), logged, and water/reservoirs (which are few). If
land was logged during a given coverage year, we examined its
LULC in the following time period and converted its LTILC in
the first year to that of the second.

We used logit (in the STATA statistical package) to estimate
regression equations for three models based upon our theo-
retical framework. The first estimated the probability of build-
ing a house on a parcel that previously had no residence on it
(undeveloped parcels). The second estimated the probability

of building another residence(s) on parcels that already had
at least one house. In either case we could not locate the resi-
dence within the parcel spatially, but only record the building
of a residence within the space delimited by the parcel bound-
ary. The third model used multinomial logit to estimate the
probability of a subparcel polygon of native forest converting
to either pine plantation or to grass/shrub.

Because landowners often convert only part of their parcel to
another use, we based our conversion model on subparcel ar-
eas derived from the cumulative changes from 1981-2003. In
essence these comprise management units for the parcels. We
estimated a reduced form multinomial logit model where the
probability of a subparcel changing LULC from native forest
depends upon parcel characteristics, subparcel characteristics,
LULC characteristics on and around the parcel, number of
homes around the parcel, landowner type, and the presence or
absence of a house on the parcel. Similarly, we based our home

construction model on a reduced form logit model whereby
building a home depends upon parcel characteristics, LTILC of

the parcel and of the area around the parcel, landowner type,
and national and regional economic variables. Having only

four observations of land use change prevented us from using

economic drivers in the regressions for land cover conversions.
Thus, regional and national economic forces enter the model

via their effects on house construction, thereby indirectly af-

fecting the decision to change land cover via changes in houses

on and around a parcel. In all cases the underlying theory is

that land moves to that use providing the owner the highest

return per acre.

In the course of our research we came to realtze that the period

1998-2003 may represent a watershed period for the Plateau.

Starting around 1998 large landowning companies, primar-

I Although the research described in this article has been funded wholly or in part by the United States Environmental Protection Agency through
granVcooperative agreement R- 83980201 to Robert R. Gottftied, it has not been subjected to the Agencys required peer and policy review and
therefore does not nec€ssarily reflect the views oI theAgency and no official endorsement should be infened.
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ily timber and resource-oriented companies, started divesting
their landholdings. In Van Buren County this divestiture repre-
sented approximately 40o/o of the land area of the county (and
now about 90yo), while the entire study area had 15% (now
28%) change hands. Also, the occurrence of the tremendously
destructive pine beetle infestation at around this time probably
affected the management decisions of many landowners who
never before had encountered such levels of destruction. Con-
sequently, we based the simulation model for the period after
2003 on the results of the 1997-2003 convorsion model. The
residential model interacted all variables with a dummy for the
1998-2003 period, as well as one for parcels greater than or
equal to 90 acres.

Logit Results
The model for residential construction showed that parcels of
ten acres or more with blufffrontage, utilities, greater proxim-
ity to a nearby house, less proximity to a road (small parcels),
greater proximity to a road (large parcels), percentage of parcel
in grass/shrub (before 1998), and an owner who was a county
or nearby county resident, experienced a greater likelihood of
having a house built on it (all ownership variables are based on
the year 2000). The Wilshire stock index also had a positive,
statistically significant effect. Factors that negatively, and sig-
nificantly, affected the probability of building a home included
bluff frontage (large parcels), percentage of grass/shrub on a
parcel (after 1997), percentage of grass/shrub within one kilo-
meter of the parcel boundary percentage of the parcel in pine
(small parcels after 1997), location on a paved road, greater
proximity to a house (large parcels before 1998), and an owner
who was a business or individual acting as a businessperson
(prior to 1998). In summary homebuilding was more likely
after 1997, and small, isolated parcels owned by a Plateau
resident with bluff frontase and utilities were most likelv to
be developed.

For parcels that already had a home built upon them, the prob-
ability of having another home built depended significantly on
only four variables. The value of housing in the area had a nega-
tive effect, number of houses in the area a positive effect, busi-
ness owner a positive effect, and unemployment rate a negative
effect. This would seem to indicate that higher income areas, as
proxied by the value of houses in the area, tend to discourage
homebuilding. Both models generally performed as expected,
revealing differences in behavior of small and large parcels, as
well as differences before and after 1997. Tests revealed little
spatial autocorrelation for any of the logit models.

Significant variables that positively affect the likelihood of a
parcel remaining in native forest include a not-for-profit or tim-
ber company owner, the parcel having been divested, presence
of a house, subparcel soil moisture, blufffrontage, presence of
a stream, presence of a waterfall, subparcel slope, distance to
bluff or to Fall Creek Falls State Park, and percentage of the

parcel in pine and/or GS. Significant negative factors include
average value of homes within I km., location on a paved road.
In general, smaller subparcels that are part of homogeneous
parcels with environmental amenities appealing to homeown-
ers are less likely to be converted to pine or GS.

Significant variables positively affecting transitions to pine
include timber company owner, parcel size, distance from a
town or Fall Creek Falls, adjacency to a protected area, and
percentage of the nearby area (1 km) that is logged. Signifi-
cant negative effects include Plateau resident owner, subparcel
size (greater than 250 acres), natural gas availabiliry subparcel
slope, blufffrontage, waterfall, stream, and percentage of area
nearby in GS or pine. We can conclude that subparcels that are
part of larger, relatively parcels that are owned by timber com-
panies, that do not have utilities or environmental amenities at-
tractive to homeowners, that are surrounded by active logging
and that are further from Fall Creek Falls are more likely to
experience pine conversion.

Finally, significant factors positively affecting conversion to
GS include parcel size and location on a paved road. Negative
factors include subparcel size, timber company or not-for-prof-
it owner (like a church), divestittre, house on parcel, average
value of nearby homes, distance to bluff or Fall Creek Falls
Park, subparcel slope or soil moisture, and percent of nearby
land in pine or grass/shrub. Thus, subparcels part of larger, het-
erogeneous parcels lacking environmental amenities are more
likely to convert to grass/shrub. Note that this implies that ho-
meowners appear to prefer native forest over GS (see above).

Simulation Results
Land Cover and Home Construction
The model overpredicted by 5.4% the amount of forest clearing
when it was validated against the historic data for 1997-2003
and subsequently overpredicted the growth in grass/shrub and
pine (particularly pine). Overall the model correctly predicted
the land use of a subparcel in 2003 83% of the time, which is
not too surprising given that most subparcels did not change
over the period. The model performed much better in the aggre-
gate and spatially when it came to predicting the total amount
and parcel location of home construction. Overall accuracy for
home construction was 95%. The overprediction conversion
may result from the use of logit, which tends to predict rela-
tive conversion probability well but fail to predict correctly the
total amount of conversion. 2

We ran three scenarios for 2004-2024 under differing assump-
tions of future economic drivers: High Growth (High), Low
Growth (Low), and Shock. The former adapt historic time se-
ries data from periods of high and low growth and apply them
to our model. Shock uses the historic data for the period of the
two OPEC oil shocks and the subsequent adjustment by the
economy. Given that the conversion regression for 1997-2003

'? soe Bockstael, N. E. 1996. Modeling Economics and Ecotogy: the lmportance ofa Spatial PerspecJiive. American Joumal of Agticuttural Econom-
,bs,78(5): '1168-80.
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covers seven years, the period 2004-2024 represents three
time steps while the residential models simulate annual home
construction annually.3 Given that each run took four hours on
average to run, we were able to run the model thlrty times for
each of the six scenarios.

High has the greatest number of homes built over time, fol-
lowed by Low Growth and Shock, High exhibiting greater
swings in construction than the other two. Notably all the
scenarios show a slowing of conversion over time. The three
growth scenarios exhibited very similar results with respect to
aggregate native forest, grass/shrub, and pine for the simulated
years of 2010, 2017, and2024, with no statistically significant
difference between the three scenarios (at five percent) for any
of the three land covers. Thus, whereas the number of houses
varies dramatically between the three growth scenarios, LIIC
does not. The latter could reflect the small number of runs,
model structure, or reality. The standard deviations for the runs
are relatively small, suggesting the number of runs may not be
the issue.

However, because the economic drivers enter the simulations
explicitly only in the residential model, we may underestimate
the differences in LULC between the scenarios. Should home
construction create little clearing of native forest, and should
changes in LULC result from changes in the composition of
landowners, the models may reflect rather accurately the dy-
namics of change. The next two scenarios, Business and Indi-
viduals, change the owners of all parcels of five hundred acres
or more to either business/for profit individuals (individuals
who are known businesspersons) or to individuals. By using
the same economic drivers in these scenarios as for High, we
then can compare the results for the High scenario to those
where one owner type, Business or Individuals, dominates
large parcels. Given the divesting of timber tracts and the sub-
sequent sale of land to developers, these scenarios help us think
about the impact that ownership changes might have, holding
economic drivers constant.

Changing all owners of parcels of 500 acres or more to Busi-
ness results in statistically significant, larger amounts of na-
tive forest than with the mixture of owners used in High (the
200012001 owners), while changing owners to Individuals
does so even more. Both Business and Individuals show sub-
stantially less pine than High, with Individuals even less than
Business. These differences, too, are significant. The differ-
ences between Business and Individuals aiso are significant
for native forest and pine, though not for GS. However, the
results for Individuals suggest that, over time individuals may
lead to significantly more GS than business, given the trend
in the results. Thus, ownership does make a difference. The
Pine conversion would be less over time with either business

or individuals owning the large tracts, and native forest con-
version would be smaller, though it still would occur. Given
the changes in ownership that have occurred with divestment,
these scenarios suggest that our overestimation of conversion
may result, in part, from our having to hold ownership constant
given our data constraints.

Another question remains: does home construction explain the
large increase in grass/shrub cover? The No Housing Change
scenario examines this question by using the same driver values
as High, but keeping housing constant at the 2003 level. The
results are intriguing. Each year No Housing Change shows
less native forest than High, and more grass/shrub than High.
While not significant for 2010 and 2017, the growing difference
between the two scenarios results in a significant difference in
2024. The two scenarios exhibit no significant difference in
pine. Thus, according to the model home construction actually
saves native forest compared to having no home construction
and results in less grass/shrub over time. This suggests that the
large increases in grass/shrub result from something other than
home construction and corroborates the earlier finding that ho-
meowners prefer forest over GS. Anecdotal evidence suggests
that expansion of pasture and hay production on divested lands
may expiain much of the increase in GS.

Environmental Impacts
We examined three general types of environmental impact:
water qualiry loss of vernal ponds, and changes in bird popu-
lations.

One metric we used to assess possible impacts on water qual-
ity consisted of SMZ compliance. Different SMZ standards
exist. The Tennessee state best management practices (BMPs)
are voluntary. The Sustainable Forestry Initiative@ (SFI) SMZ
standard specifies compliance with the state BMPs. The Forest
Stewardship Council's (FSC's) SMZ standard for the Appala-
chia region, of which the study area is a part, requires greater
widths than do the state BMPs/SFL While state BMPs or SFI
standards are currently applied by some landowners in the study
area, evaluation of compliance with FSC is purely hypothetical
since no private landowners in the region were known to be
using that standard as of 2003. To assess the extent of stream-
side management zone (SMZ) compliance by landowner type
we used a GIS tool already developed at our Lab.a For our
research we declared SMZ's as "compliant" or "non-compli-
ant" only in the limited sense of how the riparian buffer width
and slope data collected for this study matched the quantitative
portions of the SFI and FSC standards. Neither owner type nor
owner location had a significant effect on BMP/SFI compli-
ance. FSC comfliance, however, was significantly affected
by both owner type and owner location (locaVnonlocal). The
7 5.8% compliance rate with BMPs/SFI is encouraging, but if

3 simulating @nvorsion annually not only would present some challenges in converting a seven-year probability to annual probabilities, but
also would immensely increase the run time of the modgl inasmuch as calculating the 1 km LULC buffe.s around each parcel centroid (HOUS-
ING_SUM) is computationally quite intensive.
4 See Lemoine, D, J.P Evans, and K. Smith. 2006. Alandscapelevel GIS analysis ofstreamside management zones on the Cumberland Plateau.
Journa.l of Forestry 104:125-131.
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the SMZ standards of FSC prove necessary to provide water-
shed protection in this region, then the 15.2% FSC-compliance
on the Plateau is cause for concern. Other proxies for water
quality we used included stream impairment under differing
SMZ standards and LULC change by IIUC. However, we do
not report those results here.

Small vernal pools distributed throughout the native forests of
the Cumberland Plateau provide critical breeding and foraging
habitat for numerous invertebrate, bird and amphibian species.
As part of another project the Lab mapped the locations of all
vernal pool wetlands on the southern Cumberland Plateau study
area using high resolution aerial imagery in a GIS framework.
All the scenarios show a substantial loss of ponds that had been
intact as of 2003, losses running from about 16 to 20o/o.

Finally, we calculated the potential impact that forest cover
change might have on bird populations. Using the apparent
densities previously estimated from point counts, estimates
of the total change in the population were generated for two
scenarios that represent the possible extremes in terms of land
conversion: Individuals and No Housing Change. The species
that will be positively affected most likely will be species that
are present in grassishrub habitats and pine plantations, rather
than the rarer species (i.e., Partners in Flight Category I) pres-
ent in the native forests. Overall, species that breed in human-
modified habitats, common species, are expected to do well
under all scenarios while those only recorded in native forest
are projected to decline.

Discussion
Many citizens, local leaders, and state officials are looking
to recreation and tourism as the future economic growth en-
gines for the area. However, particularly in the more heavily
impacted central and northern regions of our study area, but
in the south as well, the decline in the amount of native forest
raises real doubts about this strategy for economic develop-
ment. Similarly, the current explosion in subdivision platting
compared to the relatively gradual increase in homebuilding
in the simulations suggests a likely bubble in residential land,
with land becoming locked up in low density, vacant subdivi-
sions. Local govemment and state officials, as well as the gen-
eral cituenry, need to look ahead to decide on the role that na-
tive forest will play in their development strategy and to work
proactively to ensure that these resources will be available to
fulfill that role. Persons wanting to maintain large areas of for-
est may find it easiest to do so in the southem region where
pressures may be relatively less.
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